Hannah Montana: Backstage Pass by M. C. King

My Daughter Love's It

Hannah Montana's biggest fans will get to go on tour and backstage with her in this deluxe gift book. This behind-the-scenes glimpse of Hannah's life includes ten interactive elements, including a removable backstage pass, a fashion wheel, and a plastic guitar pick. Readers will find out what it's like to live the life with this exclusive, all-access look into Hannah's rockin world!

Features:
* Click here to view our Condition Guide and Shipping Prices

My Personal Review:
This book is perfect for any Hannah Montana fan who is at least 6 1/2 or older. The book is set up as a sorta memory/scrapbook of Hannah's summer concert tour. Lots of cool information and photos.

The book includes lots of little extras like: official H.M luggage tag, backstage pass on a purple ribbon, 6 of Miley's favorite photos, a hotel door do not disturb on one side and come in on the other side, a cool HM sticker, a double sided laminated poster, HM concert tour book, an invitation to the New Orleans Midsummer Charity Ball and a purple guitar pick with hole (all you need to do is put a metal circle.. don't remember the correct name)... but with it you can hang it on a necklace or use an lobster claw clasp that some bracelets have to hang the pick. If you have young children I'd tell you to go the motel tag, luggage tag and backstage pass and have them laminated or you can just use clear shelf liner to make these items more durable.

And yes, it's a shame but always check and make sure that the book you are purchasing from a bookstore or book fair has all the items that it says it has before buying. Sometimes sticky fingers get into these books while
they are laying out and take things... its a shame. A few moments to check before purchasing will save lots of heartache and the hassle of returning.

The book also has lots of cool and interesting stuff like what HM tour bus looks like on the inside, a menu from Rico's, HM fashion wheel to see different looks, HM dressing room requirements.... Jackson changed some things and lots of photos. And there is also a website that you can go to with a secret code word to get more information on Hannah!

For More 5 Star Customer Reviews and Lowest Price:
Hannah Montana: Backstage Pass by M. C. King - 5 Star Customer Reviews and Lowest Price!